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Kleine-Levin syndrome (KLS) is the commonest recurrent hypersomnia, with a prevalence of 1--2 per million \[[@CR1]\]. Despite significant advances in definition of the clinical syndrome, an effective treatment for KLS remains elusive. A better understanding of the aetiology of KLS will allow the proposal of therapeutic strategies.

Psychological theories of KLS were considered throughout the 1970s but dismissed in favour of 'physical' causes. Subsequent neuroanatomical, neurophysiological, biochemical, and more recently functional neuroimaging studies have added to our understanding. However, these imaging studies do not define the pathological processes causing the abnormalities detected. Possible causes include a purely psychological aetiology, physical trauma, toxins, infection, neurotransmitter abnormalities (in particular in serotonergic or dopaminergic pathways), and autoimmunity. A genetic component has also been suggested, and clues to pathogenesis may be gleaned from the effectiveness or otherwise of pharmacological interventions.

The purpose of this review is to examine the published literature to define what may be inferred with regard to KLS aetiology and to specifically address what evidence there is for an autoimmune aetiology, as first proposed by Dauvilliers \[[@CR2]\]. This is of particular interest given the recognition that narcolepsy is most probably an autoimmune disease and the recent growth of immunopsychiatry as a discipline.

Clinical features

The clinical features of KLS are clearly defined \[[@CR1], [@CR3]--[@CR8]\] (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}), allowing a secure clinical diagnosis to be made. Most cases are sporadic, although familial cases have been described that seem to present with the same clinical picture as sporadic cases \[[@CR9]\]. The diagnostic features of KLS are periodic hypersomnolence, behavioural disorders (in particular eating disturbances and hypersexuality), altered perception, and cognitive dysfunction, with complete clinical recovery between disease episodes \[[@CR1], [@CR3], [@CR10]\]. Most patients exhibit also apathy and derealisation \[[@CR4]\]. Women appear to experience a longer disease course, lower frequency of hypersexuality, and higher frequency of depressed mood than men \[[@CR3], [@CR11]\]. As discussed below, these features suggest that specific areas of the brain may be affected in KLS but do not suggest a specific pathological process. Physical examination is consistently normal, with no focal neurological deficits and no evidence of meningitis \[reviewed in [@CR3]\].Table 1Diagnostic criteria for Kleine-Levin syndrome as defined by the American Academy for Sleep Medicine \[[@CR2]\]Diagnostic criteria for Kleine-Levin syndromeCriteria A to E must be metA. The patient experiences at least two recurrent episodes of excessive sleepiness and sleep duration, each persisting for two days to five weeks.B. Episodes recur usually more than once a year and at least once every 18 months.C. The patient has normal alertness, cognitive function, behavior, and mood between episodes.D. The patient must demonstrate at least one of the following during episodes: 1. Cognitive dysfunction. 2. Altered perception. 3. Eating disorder (anorexia or hyperphagia). 4. Disinhibited behavior (such as hypersexuality).E. The hypersomnolence and related symptoms are not better explained by another sleep disorder, other medical, neurologic, or psychiatric disorder (especially bipolar disorder), or use of drugs or medications.

Additional clinical features of note when considering the aetiology of KLS are the median age of onset of 15 years (4--82 years, 81% during second decade), male preponderance, infectious prodrome, relapsing-remitting nature of the illness with complete clinical recovery between episodes, ultimate resolution of attacks in most cases, possible HLA associations, and ethnic differences.

Aetiological considerations

Psychological

Psychodynamic theories could explain the behavioural disturbances that, alongside hypersomnolence, characterise KLS \[[@CR12]--[@CR14]\]. Katz and Roper \[[@CR15]\] specifically addressed this when describing twins with KLS, believing psychiatric causes to be unlikely. Other authors similarly concluded that psychological theories did not adequately explain the features of KLS. The recent recognition that some behavioural disturbances and psychiatric illnesses may have an underlying autoimmune aetiology is also of interest \[[@CR16]--[@CR18]\].

Neurophysiological and neurochemical abnormalities

Focal epilepsy would be compatible with the relapsing-remitting course of the disease and possible traumatic or infectious triggers. However, there is a consistent lack of electroencephalographic (EEG) evidence of epileptiform activity in patients with KLS \[[@CR3]\], although 70% of patients show non-specific diffuse slowing of background EEG activity or, less frequently, low-frequency high-amplitude delta or theta waves mainly in the temporal or temporofrontal areas.

A number of abnormal sleep patterns have been described in KLS \[[@CR19], [@CR20]\], but polysomnographic studies have most often been normal \[[@CR21]--[@CR23]\]. A reduction in slow wave sleep early in attacks with a return to normal despite persistent symptoms and, conversely, normal rapid eye movement (REM) sleep early in an attack but decreased REM sleep as the attack progresses, have been described \[[@CR24]\].

Examination of biochemical abnormalities in KLS has been unrewarding. Orexin (hypocretin) is of particular interest given the recognition that over 90% of patients with narcolepsy have reduced cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) orexin concentrations \[[@CR25], [@CR26]\]. A role for decreased orexin production in KLS has been suggested \[[@CR27]--[@CR31]\]. However, CSF orexin was normal in the patients described by Katz \[[@CR15]\] and decreased in only 2 of 7 patients for whom data were available in a review of 186 patients by Arnulf \[[@CR3]\]. Lopez \[[@CR29]\] reported two patients with decreased CSF orexin levels, one to the levels seen in narcolepsy-cataplexy, but the other with a significant decrease during a disease episode that however remained in the normal range. It is thus suggested that analysis of CSF orexin levels in KLS needs to be studied with care, recognising that more modest episodic reductions may be seen that are not as marked as in narcolepsy-cataplexy \[[@CR28]\].

Hypothalamic function tests are of particular interest but results are conflicting, with studies documenting both normal \[[@CR20], [@CR32]--[@CR34]\] and abnormal \[[@CR35]--[@CR40]\] responses in KLS. Hormonal profiles, including melatonin, have been found to be intact, suggesting no circadian disruption \[reviewed in [@CR3]\]. Leptin levels have also been reported as normal in KLS \[[@CR4]\]. Methyltetrahdrofolate (MTHF) and neopterin have been reported as mildly decreased or borderline \[[@CR41]\].

Catecholamine abnormalities would also be of interest. Occasional patients have shown abnormal serotonin, serotonin metabolite, dopamine, or norepinephrine activity \[[@CR3], [@CR35], [@CR41], [@CR42]\], and at post mortem, one patient demonstrated a small locus ceruleus with decreased pigmentation in the substantia nigra \[[@CR42]\]. Functional imaging has demonstrated decreased striatal dopamine transporter binding potential in asymptomatic patients with KLS compared to controls \[[@CR43]\]. Overall, these findings are not consistent enough to support a pathogenetic hypothesis involving abnormalities of these neurotransmitters. In keeping with this, Dauvilliers \[[@CR2]\] found no polymorphisms of catechol-O-methyl transferase or tryptophan hydroxylase genes associated with KLS.

Thus, neurophysiological and biochemical studies exclude epileptiform activity and deficient orexin production of the magnitude seen in narcolepsy as causes of KLS. However, no consistent findings have been described that suggest an alternative aetiology.

Pathology, physiology, and neuroimaging

Multiple interacting neurotransmitter systems in the brain stem, hypothalamus, and basal forebrain converge on common effector systems in the thalamus and cortex to control sleep and wakefulness \[[@CR44]\]. The constellation of hypersomnolence, appetite disturbance, and abnormal sexual behaviour suggests hypothalamic dysfunction in particular. However, hypothalamic function seems to be intact in KLS as discussed above. Given the central role of the thalamus in arousal, evidence of thalamic dysfunction is also of particular interest. Guilleminault \[[@CR45]\] described two patients with hypersomnia, hypersexuality, and aggressiveness attributed to crack cocaine-induced bilateral vascular lesions of the paramedian nucleus of the thalamus. Similarities between the symptomatology of KLS and that seen in patients with hypothalamic \[[@CR46]\] or third ventricle \[[@CR47]\] tumours further support the suggestion of diencephalic pathology. In one case report of a patient with KLS, the brain MRI showed decreased diffusion in the splenium of the corpus callosum during the symptomatic phase that resolved completely during the asymptomatic phase \[[@CR48]\]. Furthermore, Lu et al. \[[@CR49]\] described a patient presenting with apparently classical KLS who had a cystic pineal lesion on MRI. Considering other brain areas that subserve functions relevant to KLS, derealization is an important feature of KLS and is increasingly recognised as a feature that may suggest parieto-temporal dysfunction \[[@CR50]\]. Abnormalities in these areas are therefore of particular interest when considering the aetiology of KLS.

Structural lesions are excluded as a cause for KLS by normal CT and MRI findings in all patients that have been studied \[[@CR3], [@CR51], [@CR52]\]. Similarly, although a preceding head injury is described in up to 9% of cases, it is not a consistent enough finding for direct brain injury to be the cause in the majority of cases \[[@CR3], [@CR6], [@CR53]\]. Finally, structural lesions or direct brain injury do not easily explain the relapsing-remitting nature of disease, particularly as epilepsy can be excluded as discussed above.

Functional imaging studies are of particular interest in defining the anatomical location of brain dysfunction in KLS. Single photon emission tomography (SPECT) \[[@CR21], [@CR48], [@CR51], [@CR52], [@CR54]--[@CR57]\], functional MRI (fMRI) \[[@CR58], [@CR59]\], and fluorodeoxyglucose positron-emission tomography (FDG-PET) \[[@CR60]--[@CR64]\] have highlighted multiple brain areas with abnormal perfusion or altered metabolism in KLS (Table [2](#Tab2){ref-type="table"}).Table 2Summary of functional imaging studies in KLSNumber of patientsSymptomatic/asymptomatic comparisonBrain areas showing hypoperfusion or functional imaging abnormalitiesSPECT Hong et al. 2006 \[[@CR54]\]1Y\
Subtraction studyThalamus (R&L), basal ganglia, temporal cortex (L), medial and dorsolateral frontal cortex (R&L), hypothalamus (L) show disease episode specific hypoperfusion Huang et al. 2005 \[[@CR51]\]7Symptomatic *n* = 5\
Asymptomatic *n* = 7Thalamus, basal ganglia, temporal cortex, occipital cortex, frontal cortex more marked hypoperfusion when symptomatic. All symptomatic patients restudied when asymptomatic with normalisation of perfusion. Huang et al. 2012 \[[@CR21]\]30All patients studied during symptomatic and asymptomatic periods\> 10% reduction when symptomatic in cerebellum, thalamus (L 66.7%, R 11.1%), basal ganglia (L 11.1%, R 22.2%) Kas 2014 \[[@CR50]\]41Asymptomatic *n* = 41\
Control *n* = 15\
Symptomatic *n* = 11Compared to controls asymptomatic patients had reduced perfusion in the hypothalamus, thalamus, caudate nucleus, and a number of cortical associative areas.\
When symptomatic patients developed additional hypoperfusion in dorsomedial prefrontal cortex and right parieto-temporal Junction, Landtblom et al. 2002 \[[@CR55]\]1YTemporal cortex (L\>R), frontal cortex (L\>R), parietal cortex (R) hypoperfusion. Temporal hypoperfusion persisted when asymptomatic. Landtblom et al. 2003 \[[@CR56]\]4 (Including patient described in 2002)Asymptomatic *n* = 42/4 Temporal and fronto-temporal hypoperfusion when asymptomatic Lu et al. 2000 \[[@CR49]\]1NBasal ganglia, fronto-temporal cortex, hypothalamus hypoperfusion when symptomatic. Pineal cystic lesion. Portilla 2002 \[[@CR57]\]1YLeft mesiotemporal structures asymptomatic and symptomatic Vigren et al. 2014 \[[@CR52]\]25Symptomatic *n* = 16\
Asymptomatic *n* = 9Temporal +/− fronto-temporal and frontal cortex hypoperfusion. No clear difference between symptomatic and asymptomatic studiesMRI/fMRI/Perfusion scintigraphy Takayanagi 2017 \[[@CR48]\]1YSymptomatic: brain MRI indicated decreased diffusion in the splenium of the corpus callosum\
Asymptomatic: the splenial lesion resolved completely Billings 2011 \[[@CR65]\]1YReduced perfusion medial thalamus (L). Increased glutamine metabolites thalamus (L) and basal ganglia Hoexter 2010 \[[@CR43]\]1Asymptomatic *n* = 1\
Controls *n* = 3TRODAT-1 SPECT: 14% lower striatal DAT in asymptomatic patient compared to controlsFDG-PET Dauvilliers 2014 \[[@CR60]\]4Asymptomatic and symptomatic *n* = 4\
Controls *n* = 15Symptomatic: higher metabolism in paracentral, precentral and postcentral areas, supplementary motor area, medial frontal gyrus, thalamus, and putamen and decreased metabolism in occipital and temporal gyri.\
Asymptomatic: higher metabolism in frontal and temporal cortices, posterior cingulate and precuneus compared to healthy controls. Haba-Rubio 2012 \[[@CR62]\]2Symptomatic *n* = 2 (One receiving lithium)\
Asymptomatic *n* = 2Images analysed as averaged images subtracted between symptomatic and asymptomatic periods. Average decrease in metabolic activity in symptomatic periods in hypothalamus, orbitofrontal and frontal parasagittal areas and bilateral posterior regions and a decrease in activity in anterior caudate nuclei, the cingulate and premotor cortex Lo 2012 \[[@CR61]\]1YReduced in symptomatic phase in thalamus (R&L), hypothalamus (L), caudate nuclei (R&L), striatum (R&L) Xie 2016 \[[@CR63]\]1YSymptomatic: hypometabolism in the thalamus and hypothalamus. Mild reduction in cortex.\
Thalamic/hypothalamic reduction normalised when asymptomatic. Drouet 2017 \[[@CR64]\]1YBilateral activation in thalami, caudate nuclei, and lenticular nuclei during symptomatic phase*SPECT*, single photon emission computerised tomography; *fMRI*, functional magnetic resonance imaging; *FDG-PET*, fluorodeoxyglucose-photon emission tomography

The most consistent finding in SPECT studies is thalamic hypoperfusion during disease episodes \[[@CR21], [@CR51], [@CR54], [@CR55]\]. Engström \[[@CR58]\] demonstrated thalamic hyperactivation in KLS patients during a working memory test by fMRI. Decreased glucose metabolism has also been observed in the thalamus of symptomatic patients \[[@CR61], [@CR63]\]. Magnetic resonance spectroscopy has demonstrated metabolic changes in the thalamus specific to disease episodes \[[@CR66]\]. A further study demonstrated a reduction in left medial thalamic perfusion during a disease episode concomitant with an increase in left thalamic glutamine metabolites \[[@CR65]\]. A similar increase in glutamine metabolites was seen in the basal ganglia.

Correlation of functional imaging abnormalities with objective assessment of behavioural abnormalities and cognitive function is of particular interest. The Depersonalization/Derealization Inventory Score has been shown to correlate with bilateral hypoperfusion of the parieto-temporal junction during symptomatic periods \[[@CR50]\]. The same authors suggested that apathy, seen in KLS, may be caused by right medial prefrontal cortex and orbitofrontal cortex hypoperfusion. In this context, it is of interest that lesions of the orbitofrontal cortex may result also in aberrant eating behaviours \[[@CR67]\]. Furthermore, the more the patient suffered from derealization during episodes, the more the bilateral associative posterior cortex (especially the right parieto-temporal cortex) remained affected after the episode \[[@CR50]\]. Control subjects did not show the abnormalities demonstrated in asymptomatic KLS patients, suggesting that KLS may not be truly episodic but instead be a persistent (often sub-clinical) abnormality with acute exacerbations. In keeping with this, a child had previously been reported to have left mesiotemporal hypoperfusion that persisted one month after clinical remission \[[@CR57]\]. Detailed psychometric testing has demonstrated that memory defects may persist between disease episodes \[[@CR55], [@CR56], [@CR58], [@CR68]\] associated with persistent left temporal lobe hypoperfusion.

Kas \[[@CR50]\] reported persistent hypothalamic, posterior thalamic, and caudate nucleus hypoperfusion as well as persistent hypoperfusion of the associative cortex in asymptomatic patients compared to controls. This did not correlate with clinical hypersomnolence, which by definition resolved in patients during asymptomatic periods. In contrast, Huang \[[@CR51]\] observed the thalamic hypoperfusion demonstrated during disease episodes resolved completely in asymptomatic patients. Finally, Hong \[[@CR54]\] demonstrated the diencephalic but also the medial, dorsolateral, and left temporal lobe abnormalities to be more pronounced during symptomatic periods. There may thus be a disparity between diencephalic and some cortical (in particular associative cortex) abnormalities, but further studies are required.

Metabolic studies have produced conflicting results. As above, and in keeping with the suggestion of at least partially reversible diencephalic changes during disease episodes, Xie \[[@CR63]\] reported hypothalamic and thalamic hypometabolism, demonstrated by FDG-PET/CT, to reverse significantly during asymptomatic periods. However, Haba-Rubio \[[@CR62]\] demonstrated both reduced and increased glucose consumption concomitantly in different brain areas, and Dauvilliers \[[@CR60]\] demonstrated widespread hypermetabolism in symptomatic individuals, including in the thalamus, but with hypometabolism in the occipital and temporal gyri. Drouet \[[@CR64]\] demonstrated bilateral activation in the thalami, caudate nuclei, and lenticular nuclei during symptomatic periods, consistent with the thalamostriatal system's regulation of wakefulness and sleep.

In general, these findings support the suggestion that, although remission of the classic diagnostic symptoms is typical of KLS, at least some aspects of the underlying disease process, or the physiological abnormality predisposing to KLS, persist between clinically evident episodes.

It is important to consider what might cause the demonstrated hypoperfusion and metabolic abnormalities. Focal inflammation would be an adequate explanation; inflammatory autoimmune diseases, for example, often following a relapsing-remitting course. A median age of onset of 15 years (but with a very wide range) would also be compatible with this. Huang \[[@CR51]\] recognised that inflammation, possibly driven by autoimmune disease, might cause the hypoperfusion they observed on SPECT. Inflammation in the thalamus \[[@CR69]\], diencephalon, and mid-brain \[[@CR70]\] and abnormalities of the hypothalamus, amygdala, and temporal lobe grey matter \[[@CR71]\] have been described. However, histology is available for very few individuals with KLS, and no definitive direct evidence is available to support this hypothesis.

The different brain areas identified by functional neuroimaging and the lack of clarity with regard to the resolution of abnormalities during asymptomatic periods make it difficult to incorporate these findings into a definitive aetiological hypothesis. Further studies with comparison of symptomatic and asymptomatic periods, including where possible healthy controls, and studies that correlate findings of neuroimaging with detailed neuropsychometric testing will hopefully further our understanding of this important area.

Infection and KLS

A number of authors have suggested viral infection as a trigger for KLS \[[@CR21], [@CR69], [@CR70], [@CR72], [@CR73]\]. In 168 primary and 18 secondary cases of sporadic KLS reviewed by Arnulf \[[@CR3]\], preceding infection was documented in 38.1% of patients who subsequently developed KLS. Reported infections included a flu-like illness, non-specific fever, upper respiratory tract infection and tonsillitis, or 'summer gastro-enteritis'. In most cases, the infectious agent was not identified, but those that were identified were diverse including EBV, VZV, Asian influenza virus, entero-virus, typhoid vaccine, *Streptococcus*, and scarlet fever.

Kleine-Levin syndrome following acute viral encephalitis has been described \[[@CR68]\], and some authors have suggested KLS to be due to focal encephalitis. However, CSF examination was normal in 70 of the cases reviewed by Arnulf \[[@CR3]\], and plasma C-reactive protein concentrations have been reported as normal in KLS \[[@CR4]\]. A comprehensive study of serum inflammatory cytokines did not reveal any changes during KLS episodes compared to between episodes \[[@CR73]\]. Thus, primary CNS infection is unlikely as a cause of KLS. However, infection may trigger autoimmune disease either through cross-reactivity or by providing an inflammatory trigger for autoreactive T cell activation as discussed below.

Autoimmunity

The young age of onset, relapsing-remitting nature of symptoms, infectious prodrome described in many patients, and possible HLA associations are compatible with an autoimmune aetiology. The reported Jewish predisposition and occasional familial cases may also be relevant as they support an inherited component that may predispose to autoimmune disease. It is of interest that a range of sleep disorders have now been associated with auto-antibodies of different specificities causing focal limbic encephalitis or hypothalamic dysfunction \[[@CR74]\]. A similar aetiology is possible for KLS.

Immunology of autoimmune disease

Understanding the immunobiology of autoimmune disease explains the inconsistent findings with regard to HLA disease associations and possible infectious triggers. Helper T lymphocytes (Th cells) co-ordinate cellular and humoral (antibody-mediated) immune responses and are thus central to the development of autoimmune disease. They are activated by binding of their T cell receptor (TCR) to a peptide antigen, derived from a target protein, complexed with a class II major histocompatibility complex (MHC) molecule. Human leukocyte antigen (HLA) molecules are the equivalent human MHC molecules.

The development of autoimmunity requires a self-peptide specific to the target tissue to bind a class II HLA molecule and be presented to autoreactive Th cells in a context that allows these Th cells to be activated and manifest their autoreactive phenotype. HLA-binding of peptides is specific, with the amino acid side chains of the peptide interacting with the side chains of the amino acids of the HLA molecule that form the peptide-binding groove. Different HLA molecules have different binding specificity based on the amino acid sequence of their peptide-binding groove. An individual's HLA phenotype thus determines what peptide antigens will be 'selected' and presented to T cells, with some HLA molecules being more likely to bind, and therefore present, self-peptides from a particular tissue to autoreactive T cells. The specific details of these interactions during tolerance induction and antigen presentation in the mature immune system are central to an individual's susceptibility to autoimmune disease as conferred by the expression of a given HLA molecule \[[@CR75]\].

Importantly, many potentially autoreactive T cells are present in the adult immune system that are never activated to cause autoimmune disease. There are two main reasons for this.

First, multiple polymorphic genes influence autoimmune disease susceptibility including genes that determine the background TCR repertoire, genes affecting antigen processing (peptide generation), inherited factors influencing the anti-inflammatory/pro-inflammatory balance of cytokine production during immune responses, genes involved in T cell activation, and a number of genes of no known immune function \[[@CR76]\]. Thus, specific HLA haplotypes predispose to autoimmune disease, but these additional factors critically influence whether autoimmune disease is seen.

Second, a trigger is required for T cells to activate and manifest their autoreactive potential. Infection and inflammation resulting from traumatic tissue injury are established triggers.

HLA associations in KLS

Dauvilliers first clearly espoused an autoimmune aetiology for KLS \[[@CR2]\], reporting that 16 of 23 patients had an infectious illness preceding KLS onset (13 being a URTI) and 28.3% of KLS patients but only 12.5% of controls expressing the DQB1\*0201 allele (*p* ≤ 0.03). Furthermore, Katz \[[@CR15]\] described a brother and sister expressing HLA-DR2 and DQ1, who also had flu-like symptoms prior to disease onset. Increased frequencies of HLA-DR1, DQ1 \[[@CR77]\], HLA-DQB1\*0201 \[[@CR2]\], HLA-DQB1\*02 \[[@CR78]\], HLA-DQB1\*0501 \[[@CR79]\], HLA-DQB1, DQB1/0602 \[[@CR21]\], and HLA-DR2 and DQ1 \[[@CR15]\] have all been reported. However, other studies have shown inconsistent HLA associations \[[@CR80], [@CR81]\], and larger studies suggest the reported HLA associations may be random \[[@CR4], [@CR10], [@CR82]\]. No significant difference is seen in HLA distribution between familial and sporadic cases \[[@CR83]\].

Although defining an HLA association is a well-trodden path in the demonstration of an autoimmune aetiology, this inability to define a clear HLA disease association does not preclude an autoimmune aetiology for KLS. First, the MHC is only one autoimmune disease susceptibility factor, this autoimmune potential being critically influenced by multiple additional polymorphic loci. Furthermore, in animal models of neurological autoimmune disease (e.g. experimental autoimmune encephalomyelitis \[EAE\], an animal model of multiple sclerosis in which the target is myelin), a range of tissue-specific antigens may be the target of autoimmune attack (e.g. myelin basic protein, proteolipoprotein, myelin oligodendroglial glycoprotein) and any given antigen may generate a number of different peptide epitopes capable of causing disease. Each of these autoantigenic epitopes may be presented preferentially by a different MHC molecule. The close association of HLA-DR2 with narcolepsy is therefore the exception rather than the rule. For most autoimmune diseases, multiple permissive peptide/HLA combinations exist, additional susceptibility genes influence disease development, and a trigger is required for the autoimmune potential to manifest itself.

PAMPs and DAMPs as triggers for autoimmune disease

Infection is often considered a trigger for autoimmune disease. This may be due to an infectious agent triggering an immune response that cross-reacts with a self-antigen (e.g. in rheumatic heart disease), but very few autoimmune diseases fit so clearly into such a hypothesis. Infection has also been suggested to cause autoimmune disease by releasing antigens from tissues that are not usually available to the immune system. This may be due to 'physical' release or due to inflammation modifying the antigen processing pathways such that 'new' peptides are produced (cryptic epitopes) that can cause disease.

Much more likely is the danger hypothesis, first proposed by Matzinger \[[@CR84]\]. According to this hypothesis, infection results in an inflammatory signal (pathogen-associated molecular pattern \[PAMP\]) that lowers the threshold for T cell activation, largely through actions on dendritic cells. This activates autoreactive T cells to cause disease. Molecular mechanisms for these danger signals are now defined \[[@CR85]\]. In keeping with this, many animal models of autoimmune disease (e.g. EAE) break tolerance by administering self-antigen in 'adjuvant', which induces an intense inflammatory response by including extracts from, for example, mycobacterial strains. However, in keeping with the clinical picture of autoimmune disease, such protocols only induce disease in animal strains that have 'permissive' genotypes. Non-infectious injury results in similar non-infectious danger signals (damage-associated molecular patterns---DAMPs), which may also trigger autoimmune disease \[[@CR86]\]. A rare but definitive illustration of this is anti-GBM disease following lithotripsy for renal calculi \[[@CR87]\].

In general, therefore, an association needs to be shown with a particular agent or group of agents that express cross-reactive antigenic epitopes or with an agent causing infection (and therefore inflammation) in the target organ/tissue. The link with infection as a trigger for autoimmune disease and the complex influence of the genetic background are thus clear. Furthermore, this hypothesis can be extended to other mechanisms of tissue damage that may be relevant to the descriptions of head injury preceding KLS onset.

Clues from therapeutic interventions

It is of interest to consider what pharmacological interventions are of benefit in KLS. Stimulants such as modafinil may have benefit \[[@CR88]\] but may mask symptoms rather than truly modifying the underlying disease process \[[@CR4]\]. Risperidone may improve psychotic symptoms \[[@CR4]\] and normalise sleep cycles \[[@CR89]\]. Dopamine agonists, if used early \[[@CR4], [@CR8], [@CR10]\], and gabapentin \[[@CR89]\] may both be effective. Carbamazepine \[[@CR90], [@CR91]\], lamotrigine \[[@CR92]\], valproate \[[@CR4], [@CR93], [@CR94]\], and lithium \[[@CR4], [@CR95]--[@CR99]\] have all been reported to be beneficial, and interestingly these medications are also reported to have anti-inflammatory properties \[[@CR100]--[@CR104]\]. Perhaps surprisingly given the putative autoimmune aetiology, steroids have infrequently been used, with a recent case report of an influenza A-triggered case of KLS being treated with dexamethasone on initial presentation with uncertain benefit \[[@CR48]\].

In an open-label controlled study of 130 patients, lithium decreased the frequency and duration of KLS attacks \[[@CR105]\]. A recent case report described long-term (2 years) episode-free disease management with low-dose lithium \[[@CR106]\]. Arnulf \[[@CR3]\] reported that only lithium has response rates (prevention of relapse) greater than no medical intervention. In keeping with this, a recent Cochrane Review found only lithium to have significant evidence of benefit, but concluded that no evidence was available to support any specific therapy in KLS due to the lack of adequately constructed randomised controlled trials \[[@CR107]\]. The need for double-blind, placebo-controlled, randomised, controlled trials of drugs to prevent or improve KLS symptoms, although challenging, is clear. The immunopathology of KLS suggests that drugs that modulate or target the immune system are worthy of further testing in clinical trials \[[@CR108]\].

Summary {#Sec2}
=======

The diagnostic clinical features of KLS may be explained by the specific neuroanatomical location of cerebral dysfunction. It is also important to determine the cause of this dysfunction. Importantly, more than one process may be responsible in different individuals, akin to Parkinson's disease, where similar clinical features may be caused by infection, vascular insult, or most often degenerative disease.

This review reaches the inescapable conclusion that the available evidence best fits with an autoimmune aetiology, as first proposed by Dauvilliers \[[@CR2]\]. It is difficult to directly confirm this, in particular as brain histology is not available and no animal model exists. A co-ordinated international effort to consistently diagnose, investigate, and manage KLS is progressing our understanding of this disease. Genetic studies examining the many polymorphisms affecting immune responsiveness \[[@CR73]\] would be of interest. Ultimately, the possibility of an autoimmune aetiology will only be addressed by a co-ordinated multi-centre randomised interventional study using immunosuppressive drugs, which should now be possible. Although individual case reports have suggested IVIg treatment to be of benefit in narcolepsy \[[@CR109]\], overall results have been disappointing \[[@CR71]\]. These findings should sound a note of caution and emphasise the importance of careful choice of immunosuppressive strategy in clinical trial design.

Practice points

1\. Clinical diagnosis should be made with reference to the AASD ICSD-3 (2014) criteria. The reviews of Arnulf and Billiard are also of particular use.

2\. Clinical examination, electrophysiological studies, and CNS imaging are expected to be normal in KLS patients.

3\. The therapeutic intervention most likely to be of benefit is lithium, although proof of efficacy is lacking.

4\. Functional neuroimaging may be helpful but is not diagnostic. Referral to a sleep centre with expertise in diagnosing and managing Kleine-Levin syndrome is recommended.

Research agenda

1\. The recent Cochrane Review of treatment was inconclusive, largely due to small numbers of informative patients. A co-ordinated multi-centre, double-blind, randomised, controlled trial of treatment would be of benefit.

2\. An autoimmune aetiology is suggested, but not confirmed, by available data. This could be address further by:

Genetic analysis of loci associated with autoimmune disease

Therapeutic trials of immunosuppressive agents

3\. Functional imaging studies comparing symptomatic and asymptomatic periods and including healthy controls is of interest, in particular to define persistent abnormalities in asymptomatic patients compared to healthy controls.
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Diencephalon

The diencephalon is one of the five secondary brain vesicles developing from the rudimentary forebrain. This name is retained in the nomenclature of the mature brain, as it identifies distinct structures: the thalamus, epithalamus, hypothalamus, and subthalamus.

Major histocompatibility complex

The major histocompatibility complex (MHC) is a cluster of genes that encode proteins expressed on the surface of almost all cells. Human MHC genes are expressed on chromosome 6 and encode production of human leukocyte antigen (HLA) molecules, often referred to as tissue-type antigens. The protein products of the MHC can be divided into two subtypes: class I and class II MHC molecules. MHC molecules act to 'present' peptide antigens to T lymphocytes, which is essential for T lymphocyte activation.

Antigen

Antigens are molecules that elicit a specific immune response. They are most often proteins or peptides but can include lipid and carbohydrate moieties. Antibodies recognise intact antigens, whereas T lymphocytes recognise peptide fragments derived from protein antigens that are 'presented' bound to MHC molecules.

Helper T lymphocyte

Helper T lymphocytes are the co-ordinators of acquired antigen-specific immune responses. Many antibody responses (humoral responses) require helper T lymphocytes, specific for the same target antigen, to be activated in order for antibody production to occur. Cellular responses are mediated by macrophages or cytotoxic T cells that are also usually dependent on concomitant helper T cell activation. Helper T lymphocytes recognise peptide antigens presented specifically by class II MHC molecules.

T cell receptor

The T cell receptor is an antibody-like molecule on the surface of T cells that binds specifically to the complex of an MHC molecule and processed peptide antigen. T cell receptor binding to this complex results in T cell activation.
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